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a b s t r a c t

Three experiments introduced a recognition memory paradigm designed to investigate
reported subjective awareness during retrieval. At study, in Experiments 1A and 2, words
were either generated or read (generation), while modality of presentation (auditory ver-
sus visual) was manipulated in Experiment 1B. Word pairs (old/new or new/new) were
presented during test trials, and participants indicated if they contained an old word by
responding ‘‘remember’’, ‘‘know’’ or ‘‘new’’ in Experiments 1A and 1B, and by responding
‘‘strong no’’, ‘‘weak no’’, ‘‘weak yes’’, or ‘‘strong yes’’ in Experiment 2. Participants were
then required to decide which of the 2 words was old. We demonstrated that the propor-
tion measures used in the Remember Know paradigm substantially underestimated the
influence of generation on familiarity resulting in an artificial dissociation between indices
of knowing (familiarity) and remembering (recollection). We also found a qualitatively dif-
ferent pattern of forced-choice recognition performance as a function of claimed
awareness.

Crown Copyright � 2011 Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The subjective, or ‘claimed awareness’, method for measuring conscious awareness has been the source of ample findings
and controversies (for reviews see Reingold, 2004; Reingold and Merikle, 1988, 1990; Reingold and Sheridan, 2009). This ap-
proach requires participants to report on their subjective phenomenal awareness while performing the experimental task.
Although subjective reports have often been met with skepticism, the subjective approach is the oldest and arguably the
most intuitive method for measuring awareness. As pointed out by Reingold and Toth (1996), there is a curious discrepancy
between the use of the subjective measurement approach in the unconscious perception literature and the unconscious
memory literature. Specifically, while the unconscious perception literature has a long history of employing subjective mea-
sures of awareness (for a review of early studies, see Adams (1957)), the field of memory has only more recently incorpo-
rated such measures, primarily within the framework of the Remember Know (RK) paradigm that was first introduced by
Tulving (1985) and later refined by Gardiner (1988) to study subjective states of awareness at the time of retrieval. In advo-
cating the use of the subjective measurement approach, Gardiner and Richardson-Klavehn (2000) argue that ‘‘one cannot tell
what subjects experience mentally from purely objective measures of their performance. If one wants to be able to take into
account subjective awareness of memory, there is no alternative to the use of subjective reports’’ (p. 230).

In the most commonly used ‘‘two-step’’ version of the RK paradigm, participants are asked to first judge if a given test
item was from the study phase (i.e., old) or was not previously presented (i.e., new), and then to further classify each old
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response as either remember if they experienced the recollection of episodic details for that item (i.e., specific details con-
cerning their previous encounter with the item), or know if they experienced familiarity in the absence of recollection.
The overall proportion of recognized old items (hit rate) in each experimental condition is then partitioned based on the sub-
jective classifications provided by participants to form the separate remember and know proportions that constitute the pri-
mary dependent measures in this paradigm. Similarly, in another version of the paradigm (i.e., the ‘‘one-step’’ version),
participants make a simultaneous ‘‘Remember’’, ‘‘Know’’ or ‘‘New’’ judgment for each item, and the primary dependent mea-
sure is the proportion of items that received each type of judgment. The vast majority of RK studies have explored the dif-
ferential effects of experimental manipulations on these proportion measures. In summarizing this literature, Gardiner and
Richardson-Klavehn (2000) concluded that remembering and knowing are dissociable states of awareness because it has
been demonstrated that ‘‘some variables affect one or the other of the two states of awareness, that some variables have
opposing effects on them, and that some variables have parallel effects on them’’ (p. 231).

However, the contemporary RK literature is very much divided on the question of whether remember and know judg-
ments reflect two qualitatively different processes or systems. In this debate, single-process accounts contend that remem-
bering and knowing reflect different response criterions along a continuum of confidence or memory strength (e.g.,
Donaldson, 1996; Dunn, 2004, 2008; Heathcote, Bora, & Freeman, 2010; Hicks & Marsh, 1999; Hirshman & Master, 1997;
Inoue & Bellezza, 1998; Malmberg, Zeelenberg, & Shiffrin, 2004; Rotello, Macmillan, Hicks, & Hautus, 2006; Wais, Mickes,
& Wixted, 2008; Wixted & Stretch, 2004), while a competing class of dual-process models interprets remembering and
knowing as reflecting the operation of two qualitatively different systems or processes, such as the semantic versus episodic
memory systems (Tulving, 1985), distinctiveness versus fluency processing (Rajaram, 1996) and familiarity versus recollec-
tion (Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997; for a review, see Yonelinas, 2002).

Despite this marked lack of agreement over what exactly remember and know responses represent, the RK paradigm is
currently being used extensively to make conclusions about the effects of a variety of variables on recollection and familiar-
ity. In reviewing the current state of the RK literature, Wixted and Mickes (2010) noted that the RK paradigm was used in
over 30 publications in the year 2009 alone. Importantly, these publications spanned a diverse range of fields and included
high profile journals, and ‘‘In nearly all of these studies, remember judgments are assumed to reflect recollection, and know
judgments are assumed to reflect familiarity (p. 3).’’

Given the RK paradigm’s prominence in the literature, it is necessary to work towards a better understanding of the
processes underlying remembering and knowing, and of the measures that are used to index them. The main purpose
of the present paper is to further examine the RK paradigm’s know response proportion measure, in light of past criticisms
of this measure that have arisen out of both the dual-process and the single-process perspectives. To accomplish this goal,
we introduce a modified RK paradigm that combines the standard RK paradigm with an approach developed by Merikle
and Reingold (1990) in the field of unconscious perception. Accordingly, we begin by briefly describing some of the con-
troversies surrounding the standard RK paradigm, with a focus on past criticisms of the know response proportion mea-
sure. We then explain the rationale behind the present approach and report on the findings from experiments employing
the modified RK paradigm to examine the effects of generation, (Experiment 1A and Experiment 2) and modality (Exper-
iment 1B) manipulations on the RK response proportion measures as well as on new measures derived from our modified
paradigm.

Most relevant for the present context is the controversy surrounding the attempts to use the standard RK paradigm’s
know response proportion measure to make inferences about familiarity. In particular, Jacoby et al. (1997) argued that
the know response proportion measure tends to provide an underestimation of the contributions of familiarity to memory
performance. According to the approach advocated by Jacoby et al. (1997), it is possible for some items to be both recollected
and familiar. However, in the RK paradigm participants are forced to choose between either a remember or a know response,
and are not allowed to provide both responses to the same item (i.e., response exclusivity). Note that in the RK paradigm,
when recollection occurs, regardless of whether or not familiarity is present, participants are instructed to respond remem-
ber, and consequently if some items are both recollected and familiar then by definition the know response proportion mea-
sure will underestimate the contributions of familiarity to performance.

This underestimation critique has important implications for dissociations that are based on the standard RK paradigm’s
response proportion measures of remembering and knowing. Critically, conditions with high levels of remembering may
constrain the number of leftover trials that can receive know responses. Thus, the RK paradigm could produce artificial dis-
sociations such that experimental manipulations with a large effect on remembering appear to have a null effect, or even a
reverse effect on knowing, even if the manipulation actually has a more parallel effect on recollection and familiarity. Jacoby
et al. (1997) used this logic to explain the puzzling finding that know responses to new words (i.e., lures) sometimes exceed
know responses to old words (i.e., targets). If knowing reflects familiarity such a finding might suggest a negative familiarity
effect such that new words were more familiar than old words. It is hard to envision a conceptual framework that would
predict such an effect. Similarly, this criticism might call into question dramatic dissociations such as the one reported by
Parkin and Walter (1992) showing that there were higher levels of remembering for younger than older adults, but there
were higher levels of knowing for older than for younger adults. In commenting on this dissociation as a function of aging,
Jacoby et al. (1997) stated that ‘‘Although it may be comforting to think that deficits in recollection are offset by improve-
ments in familiarity, this pattern of results appears to be an artifact of the RK procedure’’ (p. 35). Specifically, according to
Jacoby et al. (1997) knowing is underestimated for young adults because of their higher levels of remembering compared to
older adults.
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Arguing against the criticism that knowing is underestimated when there are high levels of remembering, Gardiner, Java,
and Richardson-Klavehn (1996) questioned the relationship between the strength of remember effects and the incidence of
reversal effects on knowing. Gardiner et al. (1996) demonstrated a pattern of a large effect on remembering but no effect on
knowing, and argued that such a dissociation is ‘‘at variance with the idea that as a general rule response exclusivity pro-
duces opposite effects on know responses when there are large effects on remember responses’’(p. 119). However, even if
it can be reliably shown that variables with large effects on remembering lead to null effects on knowing, this pattern could
still be the result of underestimation if the true effect of the variable was to increase both recollection and familiarity. Thus, it
is still an open issue whether or not the know response proportion measure is subject to underestimation and more impor-
tantly whether dissociations demonstrated with such a measure, as argued by Jacoby et al. (1997), might represent an arti-
fact of the RK paradigm.

An additional critique of the know response proportion measure that was based on considerations from signal detection
theory (Green & Swets, 1974; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005) was independently advanced by both Donaldson (1996) and
Hirshman and Master (1997). Specifically, Donaldson (1996) pointed out that despite the fact that hit rates confound re-
sponse criteria with memory sensitivity (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988), the vast majority of the RK literature employed hit rates
as the primary measure of performance under remembering and knowing. Moreover, based on a meta-analysis and an exper-
imental demonstration, Donaldson (1996) documented that even converting the proportion of know responses to targets
and lures into a know sensitivity measure (e.g., d’ and A’) does not save the measure. Specifically, Donaldson (1996) showed
that there was a substantial correlation between criterion placement and know sensitivity measures. This finding was later
replicated by Inoue and Bellezza (1998), but not by Gardiner, Ramponi, and Richardson-Klavehn (2002). Consequently,
Donaldson (1996) argued that the absence of an unbiased sensitivity measure for knowing might lead to a contradictory pat-
tern of results concerning the impact of experimental manipulations on knowing. For example, Donaldson (1996) suggested
that a conservative response criterion produced an effect of a generation manipulation on both remember and know re-
sponses in Wippich (1992), while a more lenient response criterion resulted in a generation effect on remember but not
on know responses in Gardiner (1988). Similar to Donaldson (1996), Hirshman and Master (1997) contended that criterion
changes can lead to an inconsistent pattern of know results across studies. To support this viewpoint, Hirshman and Master
(1997) reviewed the RK literature and identified seven variables, including generation, that produce remarkably consistent
results for remembering, but inconsistent results for knowing, such that some studies report a reverse effect of the variable
on knowing and other studies report a null effect on knowing (see Donaldson, MacKenzie, & Underhill, 1996 for a related
demonstration).

Thus, an important criticism of the know response proportion measure is that it appears to be susceptible to criterion
differences across participants and studies. As a possible solution to this problem, Gardiner et al. (1996) introduced a
two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) version of the RK paradigm which differs from the standard yes/no recognition version
of the paradigm. In the 2AFC version of the paradigm, participants first decided which of two words was old, and then cat-
egorized this decision as being a remember or a know response. Critically, Gardiner et al. (1996) argued that the dissociations
demonstrated using this 2AFC paradigm would provide strong convergent evidence for the dissociations previously shown
with the yes/no version of the paradigm. In support of this argument, Gardiner et al. (1996) cited the observation by Green
and Swets (1974) that 2AFC tasks eliminate the problem of variations in participants’ response criterions and provide a di-
rect, unbiased measure of sensitivity. Gardiner et al. (1996) reported replicating several key dissociations that were previ-
ously shown in the yes/no RK paradigm with their 2AFC version of the paradigm and concluded that obtaining such
dissociations ‘‘in a two-alternative forced-choice test means that the dissociation directly reflects target-lure discriminabil-
ity, since subjects are forced to adopt the same criterion for all responses’’ (p. 118).

Unfortunately, even though as asserted by Gardiner et al. (1996), the 2AFC proportion correct measure is generally con-
sidered to be an unbiased measure of sensitivity (Green & Swets, 1974; Macmillan & Creelman, 2005)1, these authors did not
compute a separate 2AFC proportion correct value for each subjective response category. Instead, they simply partitioned the
overall proportion correct into separate components based on the subjective classifications. Specifically, for each subjective re-
sponse category, Gardiner et al. (1996) divided the number of correct trials that received a particular subjective response (the
numerator) by the total number of trials (the denominator). A proportion correct measure would have used the same numerator
as the Gardiner et al. (1996) method, but the denominator would instead have been the number of trials that received each
subjective response. For example, the Gardiner et al. (1996) know measure is the number of correct know trials divided by
the total number of trials, whereas the proportion correct know measure is the number of correct know trials divided by the
number of trials that received a know response (see Supplementary materials for details).

Importantly, separate 2AFC proportion correct values for each subjective response category could independently vary
from chance to perfect performance. However, in marked contrast, the Gardiner et al. (1996) remember and know values
do not vary independently, and consequently a high level of remembering might still produce an underestimation of know-
ing. Thus, although in principle, a 2AFC version of the RK paradigm has potential methodological advantages over the yes/no
version of this paradigm, the implementation by Gardiner et al. (1996) did not capitalize on these potential advantages.

1 In yes/no tasks, bias refers to a participant’s willingness to respond ‘‘old’’. The 2AFC task eliminates variations across participants in this type of bias.
However, as pointed out by Macmillan and Creelman (2005) in a 2AFC task there can still be variations in position bias (i.e., a participant’s tendency to prefer a
particular location).
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In the present study, to further investigate the validity of the RK know measure and the dissociations obtained using that
measure, we introduce a modified version of the RK paradigm which was designed to permit concurrent measurement of
remembering and knowing in both yes/no recognition and 2AFC recognition decisions. Specifically, participants were shown
pairs of words at test (50% of trials = one old word and one new word, 50% of trials = two new words). The pair of words re-
mained on the screen for two questions. For the first question (the yes/no recognition decision), participants had to decide if
either word was old by choosing one of three response options: ‘‘remember’’, ‘‘know’’, ‘‘new’’. They were instructed to re-
spond ‘‘remember’’ if either word triggered the conscious recollection of episodic details, ‘‘know’’ if either word felt familiar
in the absence of recollection, and ‘‘new’’ if they believed that neither word was from the study phase. For the second ques-
tion (the 2AFC recognition decision), regardless of their response to the first question, participants were asked to decide
which word was old.2

The main rationale for creating this modified paradigm was to directly compare the RK literature’s response proportion
measures of knowing (the yes/no response proportion measure and the Gardiner et al., 1996, 2AFC response proportion mea-
sure) with a proportion correct measure, in which the proportion of correct trials is calculated separately for the subset of
trials that received each type of subjective response. The two response proportion measures are calculated to confirm that
the paradigm can replicate previous RK findings, and the proportion correct measure is calculated to assess the validity of
past RK dissociations. Importantly, in our paradigm, the know proportion correct measure is not subject to constraints in
the presence of high levels of remembering. This is because regardless of the magnitude of a variable’s effect on remember-
ing, the know proportion correct measure is always free to independently vary between chance and perfect performance.
Thus, if we find that the know proportion correct measure shows the same results as the standard RK know response pro-
portion measures, then such a pattern of results would help to validate the RK literature’s know response proportion mea-
sures. However, if the proportion correct measure fails to replicate the know response proportion measures, then such a
pattern of results would lend support to the criticisms that were put forth by Donaldson (1996), Hirshman and Master
(1997), and Jacoby et al. (1997).

A second important advantage of the present paradigm is that it allows us to examine recognition memory under condi-
tions of claimed null awareness (i.e., trials in which participants claim that both words are new). This aspect of our paradigm
was inspired by an unconscious perception study by Merikle and Reingold (1990). These authors demonstrated that partic-
ipants could perform above chance at deciding which of two stimuli had been presented, even for trials in which they be-
lieved that they did not see a stimulus (i.e., claimed null awareness trials). Furthermore, a qualitative difference occurred
between claimed awareness and claimed null awareness trials. Specifically, for claimed awareness trials, performance
was above chance for both word and nonword stimuli, while for claimed null awareness trials, performance was above
chance for words but not for nonwords. Using similar logic, the present paradigm is used to examine the possibility of above
chance recognition memory in claimed null awareness trials, and to explore potential qualitative differences between 2AFC
performance as a function of the presence or absence of claimed awareness.

2. Experiments 1A and 1B

Experiments 1A and 1B were designed to examine the validity of past findings concerning the effect of encoding variables
on knowing, in light of past criticisms of the RK literature’s response proportion measures of knowing (Donaldson, 1996;
Hirshman & Master, 1997; Jacoby et al., 1997), and to explore recognition memory under conditions of claimed null aware-
ness. To accomplish these goals, we examine the effects of two experimental manipulations (generation, modality) on three
different measures that are built into our modified RK paradigm: the yes/no response proportion measure, the Gardiner et al.
(1996) 2AFC response proportion measure, and a proportion correct measure that is calculated separately for remember and
know trials.

To test Jacoby et al. (1997)’s assertion that the know response proportion measure tends to underestimate familiarity in
conditions with high levels of remembering, the present study compares a generation manipulation (Experiment 1A) with a
modality manipulation (Experiment 1B). Past RK studies employing generation manipulations have found that generating a
word at study (e.g., from an anagram, a clue, or a rule), compared to simply reading the word, leads to a substantial increase
in remembering but has no effect on knowing, and this pattern of results has been found with both the yes/no RK paradigm
(Gardiner, 1988; but see, Wippich, 1992) and the 2AFC RK paradigm (Gardiner et al., 1996). In contrast, RK studies have
shown that presenting words in the same modality rather than a different modality at study and at test increases knowing
but does not impact levels of remembering (Gregg & Gardiner, 1994; but see, Rajaram, 1993).

We expect that the present study’s generation and modality manipulations will replicate the above pattern of results
when the RK literature’s response proportion measures are used. However, if the Jacoby et al. (1997) underestimation cri-
tique is correct, then a different pattern of results might emerge for the know proportion correct measure in the case of
Experiment 1A. This is because the generation manipulation is expected to have a large impact on remembering, which
would potentially produce constraints on knowing for the response proportion measures, but not for the proportion correct

2 Note that the inclusion of both yes/no and 2AFC decisions in the present paradigm enables a wide range of comparisons with past RK findings. Although
participants are required to provide the yes/no response prior to the 2AFC decision, we make no assumptions about the order in which participants internally
process the information relevant to their decisions. In particular, we do not assume that yes/no decisions are independent from, and/or necessarily precede
2AFC decisions. For example, it is possible that on some trials participants determined their 2AFC response prior to finalizing their yes/no decision.
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measure. Thus, if underestimation occurs, Experiment 1A is expected to produce a null effect of generation for the response
proportion measures of knowing, coupled with a significant generation effect for the proportion correct measure of knowing.
In contrast, because the Experiment 1B modality manipulation is expected to produce little or no effect on remembering, the
underestimation problem should not be a factor in this case. Accordingly, the modality manipulation is expected to yield a
congruent pattern of results across the response proportion measures and the proportion correct measure. Taken together,
the results from Experiment 1A and 1B would provide an empirical test of Jacoby et al. (1997)’s assertion that the know re-
sponse proportion measure produces an underestimation of familiarity, and that such underestimation is particularly likely
in conditions with high levels of remembering.

In addition, to investigate the argument by Donaldson (1996) and Hirshman and Master (1997) that the know response
proportion measure is not independent from response bias, we attempted to replicate Donaldson (1996)’s finding of a cor-
relation between know sensitivity measures and response bias measures. Finally, the present study was also designed to ex-
plore recognition memory under conditions of claimed null awareness. Accordingly, Experiment 1A and 1B examined
whether participants were still significantly above chance on the proportion correct measure for the subset of trials in which
they gave a new response. Furthermore, we explored whether the generation (Experiment 1A) and the modality (Experiment
1B) manipulations differentially influenced 2AFC proportion correct performance for claimed null awareness trials (i.e., new
response trials) as compared to claimed awareness trials (i.e., remember and know response trials).

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants
All 64 participants (32 in each of the two experiments) were undergraduate students at the University of Toronto. They

were given either course credit or $10 (Canadian) per hour. All had normal or corrected-to normal vision. A total of 5 addi-
tional participants (2 in Experiment 1A, and 3 in Experiment 1B) were replaced due to difficulty in understanding and fol-
lowing the RK instructions.

2.1.2. Materials
The stimuli were 784 words (50% = four letters, 50% = five letters) with a mean Francis and Kučera (1982) word frequency

of 18.1 occurrences per million (range = 8–47). Participants were shown 192 single words at study. In Experiment 1A, for the
generate condition (50% of study trials), words were displayed with the letters in a backwards order (e.g., ‘‘elbat’’ for ‘‘table’’),
while for the read condition (50% of study trials), the letters were displayed in the correct order (e.g., ‘‘table’’ for ‘‘table’’). In
Experiment 1B, the presentation of study words was either visual (50% of study trials) or auditory, through headphones (50%
of study trials). At test, there were 384 pairs of words, with half of the pairs containing one old word (Experiment 1A:
50% = generated, 50% = read; Experiment 1B: 50% = visual, 50% = auditory) and one new word, and the remaining half con-
taining two new words. In addition, there were three practice trials that were presented at the start of the test phase,
and a total of 12 filler study words that were shown at the beginning and end of the study phase to minimize primacy
and recency effects. The order of the study and test phase trials was determined randomly for each participant, and the
words were counterbalanced across participants such that each word appeared equally often in each condition.

2.1.3. Procedure
The participants were not informed about the recognition test until after the completion of the study phase. Instead, prior

to the study phase they were told that the purpose of the experiment was to investigate reading. In the Experiment 1A study
phase, generate and read trials were mixed together in a random order. To indicate the study trial type, each study trial be-
gan with the presentation of a central arrow cue for 1200 ms. For generate trials, the arrow pointed left and was followed by
a backwards spelled word. For read trials, the arrow pointed right and was followed by a correctly spelled word. Participants
were instructed to read each word out loud and then to press a button to proceed to the next trial. In the Experiment 1B
study phase, the auditory and visual trials were presented in separate blocks, and the order of the blocks was counterbal-
anced across participants. Both the auditory and visual study trials began with the presentation of a central fixation cross.
The participant then pressed a button to start the trial. For the auditory study trials, participants listened to a 1500 ms sound
clip through headphones, and during this time the screen remained blank. For the visual study trials, a word was presented
for 1300 ms, followed by a blank screen for 200 ms. Participants were instructed to read the visual words out loud, while for
auditory words they repeated out loud the word that they had just heard.

The test phase procedure was identical for Experiment 1A and Experiment 1B. On each test phase trial, participants were
shown a pair of words in the center of the screen, with one word above the other. For 50% of trials, both words were new, and
for the remaining 50% of trials there was one new word and one old word (half of the time the old word was the upper word,
and half the time it was the lower word). Participants were informed that 50% of the trials would contain an old word. During
the test phase, participants answered two questions about each word pair. For the first question, participants had to decide if
either word was old by giving one of three response options: remember, know, or new. They were told to respond ‘‘remem-
ber’’ if they could remember specific details about their past encounter with one of the words, and to respond ‘‘know’’ if one
of the words seemed familiar in the absence of recollection of episodic details. They were told to respond, ‘‘new’’, if they be-
lieved that neither one of the two words was old. On every trial, regardless of which of the three responses (remember, know
or new) was given to question one, participants had to decide which of the two words was old, by pressing the up or the
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down arrow on the keyboard. The word pair remained on the screen for both questions, and a prompt at the top of the screen
reminded the participants of the current question and of the available response options (see Supplementary materials for
further details about the study and test phase trial sequences). Prior to starting the test phase, participants were given writ-
ten instructions, followed by a verbal explanation by the experimenter. To ensure understanding, participants were also
asked to explain the test phase procedure in their own words, and to generate their own examples and explanations of
remembering and knowing.

2.2. Results and discussion

The main purpose of Experiment 1 was to compare the subjective response proportion measures that are commonly used
in the RK literature (i.e., the yes/no response proportions and the 2AFC response proportions), with the present paradigm’s
proportion correct measure. Accordingly, for each encoding condition (Exp. 1A: generate, read; Exp. 1B: visual, auditory) and
subjective response category (remember, know, new), the following measures were derived from our modified RK paradigm:
(1) yes/no response proportions (i.e., the mean proportion of trials containing an old word that received each type of sub-
jective response. For example, the yes/no know response proportion is the number of trials that received a know response
divided by the total number of trials containing an old word), (2) 2AFC response proportions (i.e., the number of correct trials
that received each type of subjective response, divided by the total number of trials containing an old word. For example, the
2AFC know response proportion is the number of correct know trials divided by the total number of trials containing an old
word), (3) proportion correct (i.e., the number of correct trials that received a particular subjective response, divided by the
total number of trials that received this subjective response. For example, the know proportion correct value is the number of
correct know trials divided by the number of trials that received a know response).

In the following analyses, we first confirm that our modified RK paradigm can replicate past RK findings using the yes/no
and 2AFC response proportion measures. We then report the proportion correct findings, which revealed an interesting dis-
crepancy in the pattern of results for the know proportion correct measure as compared to the know response proportion
measures. Specifically, in Experiment 1A, the response proportions for knowing showed a null generation effect, while know
proportion correct performance revealed a significant generation effect. To follow-up on this discrepancy across measures,
we verify that a similar discrepancy still occurs after the yes/no response proportion measure is converted into an A’ sensi-
tivity measure, to place it on the same scale as the proportion correct measure. Finally, we report analyses in support of two
additional hypotheses. Specifically, we verify that our paradigm replicates the Donaldson (1996) correlation between know
sensitivity and bias, and we show that 2AFC recognition memory performance can be above chance under conditions of
claimed null awareness (i.e., following a ‘‘new’’ response).

2.2.1. Response proportions
The first step in the analysis was to confirm that despite the modifications that were made to the RK paradigm, past find-

ings were still replicated when the RK literature’s response proportion measures were derived. Fig. 1 shows the means and
standard errors for the yes/no and 2AFC response proportion measures,3 by experiment and by encoding condition. As can be
seen from the Fig. 1 means, Experiment 1A replicated the dissociation reported by past RK studies (Gardiner, 1988; Gardiner
et al., 1996), by showing a significant generation effect for overall recognition performance (i.e., the overall hit rate) and for
remembering (all t’s > 8, all p’s < .001), coupled with a null generation effect for knowing (all t’s < 2, all p’s > .1), and this pattern
was consistent across both of the response proportion measures (yes/no and 2AFC).

Similarly, as can be seen from the means in Fig. 1, Experiment 1B produced results that were consistent with prior find-
ings. Most importantly, both the yes–no and 2AFC response proportion measures demonstrated no effect of modality on
remembering (all t’s < 2, all p’s > .1). The results for knowing were somewhat mixed, with the yes/no response proportion
measure revealing a non-significant numerical trend of a modality effect on knowing, t(31) = 1.46, p = .15, and the 2AFC re-
sponse proportion measure showing a significant effect such that knowing was higher for visual trials than for auditory tri-
als, t(31) = 3.44, p < .01. This mixed pattern concerning the effect of modality on knowing is similar to the pattern that
emerged in prior investigations with Gregg and Gardiner (1994) showing an influence of modality on knowing, while Raja-
ram (1993) failed to do so. Finally, in Experiment 1B, the overall proportion of old responses showed a significant modality
effect for both the yes/no and 2AFC response proportion measures (all t’s > 3, all p’s < .01). In sum, these analyses confirm
that even though we used a modified version of the RK paradigm, our paradigm yielded the same results as past RK studies
when we used the RK literature’s response proportion measures of remembering and knowing.

2.2.2. Proportion correct
The next step in the analysis was to compare the response proportion measures with a bias-free proportion correct mea-

sure that has not yet been used in the RK literature. To obtain this measure, we calculated the proportion of correct trials
separately for the subset of trials that received each type of subjective response (remember, know, new). Fig. 2 (right side)

3 In addition, some RK studies report a measure of the proportion of responses to lures. We obtained a yes/no proportion of responses to lures measure by
calculating the proportions of remember and know responses given to ‘‘new new’’ trials (Experiment 1A: R = .07, K = .28; Experiment 1B: R = .10, K = .34) and we
obtained a 2AFC responses to lures measure by calculating the proportions of remember and know responses for incorrect ‘‘old new’’ trials (Experiment 1A:
R = .03, K = .09, Experiment 1B: R = .04, K = .12).
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displays the means and standard errors for the proportion correct measure. For Experiment 1A, the proportion correct t-tests
revealed a different pattern as compared to the response proportion findings. In contrast to the dissociation shown by both of
the response proportion measures, the proportion correct measure revealed a parallel effect of generation on remembering
and knowing, such that performance was better for the generate than the read condition, for both remember trials,
t(31) = 3.43, p < .01, and know trials, t(31) = 6.70, p < .001, as well as for overall performance, t(31) = 8.70, p < .001.

In contrast to Experiment 1A, the proportion correct results from Experiment 1B showed a similar pattern of results to the
two response proportion measures. Similar to both the yes/no and 2AFC response proportion measures, across both

Fig. 1. Experiment 1A, Experiment 1B, and Experiment 2 mean proportions of subjective responses to targets as a function of encoding condition and
calculation method: for the Yes–No method a target is defined as a trial containing an old word, and for the 2AFC method a target is defined as a correct
2AFC response.
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remember and know trials, proportion correct performance was always numerically higher for the same modality trials than
for the different modality trials. Furthermore, like with the 2AFC response proportion measure, this difference was signifi-
cant for know trials, t(31) = 3.84, p < .001, and for overall performance, t(31) = 2.94, p < .01, but not for remember trials,
t(31) = 1.46, p = .15.

Thus, when a manipulation with a strong effect on remembering was used (i.e., generation), there was no effect on know-
ing for the two response proportion measures. However, a know generation effect emerged for the proportion correct mea-

Fig. 2. Experiment 1A, Experiment 1B, and Experiment 2 mean yes/no A’ sensitivity and 2AFC proportion correct performance by encoding condition and
subjective response category.
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sure, suggesting that the effect of generation on knowing was underestimated by the RK literature’s know response propor-
tion measures. In contrast, when a manipulation with a smaller effect on remembering was used (i.e., modality), the propor-
tion correct findings were consistent with the RK literature’s response proportion measures. Taken together, the above
findings are consistent with the Jacoby et al. (1997) view that knowing is underestimated in conditions with high levels
of remembering.

2.2.3. A’ versus proportion correct
To further investigate the discrepancy that emerged between the know proportion correct measure and the know re-

sponse proportion measures, we converted the yes/no response proportion measure and the proportion correct measure to
the same scale. This can be done either by converting both of these measures to a d’ sensitivity measure, or by converting
the yes/no response proportion measure into the A’ sensitivity measure, which provides an approximation of 2AFC perfor-
mance and is therefore on the same scale as the proportion correct measure.4 As both of these analyses yielded a qualita-
tively similar pattern of results, only A’ is reported here. Fig. 2 displays the A’ means and standard errors (left side) and the
proportion correct means and standard errors (right side). As can be clearly seen by an inspection of this figure, when overall
and remember sensitivity are considered, the yes/no A’ and 2AFC proportion correct measures produced an extremely similar
pattern of results. In contrast, when know sensitivity is examined, a striking difference between yes/no A’ and 2AFC propor-
tion correct performance was observed in Experiment 1A, but not in Experiment 1B. In support of this pattern in the know
sensitivity means in Experiment 1A, a 2 � 2 ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between measure type (yes/no A’ versus
2AFC proportion correct) and encoding condition (generate versus read), F(1, 31) = 30.15, p < .001. Planned comparisons re-
vealed that this interaction occurred because, for 2AFC proportion correct, performance was substantially better for generate
trials as compared to read trials, t(31) = 6.70, p < .001, while for A’ yes/no sensitivity there was a non-significant numerical
trend in the opposite direction, t(31) = 1.84, p = .08. Thus, Experiment 1A showed a robust generation effect for 2AFC propor-
tion correct performance coupled with a numerical trend of a reversed generation effect for the A’ yes/no sensitivity measure.
Such a pattern of results is consistent with the Jacoby et al. (1997) critique that the standard RK paradigm’s response pro-
portion measures tend to underestimate the effect of a variable on knowing, whenever the variable has a large effect on
remembering. Furthermore, it appears that this underestimation issue might apply to the standard RK paradigm’s know re-
sponse proportion measure, as well as to know sensitivity measures that are derived from the yes/no hit and false alarm
rates.

2.2.4. Correlations between sensitivity and response bias
An additional goal of the present study was to examine whether the present paradigm could replicate the Donaldson

(1996) finding of a correlation between know sensitivity and response bias. Consequently, the overall recognition hit and
false alarm rates from the yes/no task were used to calculate the appropriate measure of bias associated with A’ (i.e., B00D).
For Experiment 1A, the mean value of B00D was �.005 (range = �.90 to .68), while for Experiment 1B, the mean value of B00D
was �.246 (range = �.98 to .93). Importantly, in replication of Donaldson (1996), know sensitivity was significantly corre-
lated with bias (Experiment 1A: r(30) = .61, p < .001; Experiment 1B: r(30) = .60, p < .001). In contrast, remember sensitivity
was not correlated with bias (Experiment 1A: r(30) = .20, p = .28; Experiment 1B: r(30) = .19, p = .31). Thus, the present par-
adigm provides convergent evidence for the Donaldson (1996) critique concerning the RK know response proportion mea-
sure’s susceptibility to bias even if converted into a signal detection sensitivity measure.

2.2.5. Memory in the absence of claimed awareness
Finally, the present study examined 2AFC recognition memory performance under conditions of claimed null awareness

(i.e., following a new response). Fig. 2 contains the means and standard errors for proportion correct performance following a
new response. Importantly, performance was still significantly above chance (i.e., >0.5) for new response trials, both in
Experiment1A, t(31) = 3.09, p < .01, and in Experiment 1B, t(31) = 2.14, p < .05. Furthermore, in Experiment 1A, a qualitative
difference was observed between memory in the presence versus the absence of claimed awareness. Specifically, following
an old response (i.e., a remember or a know response), there was a generation effect such that proportion correct perfor-
mance was higher for generate than for read trials, both for remember trials, t(31) = 3.43, p < .01, and for know trials,
t(31) = 6.70, p < .001. In contrast, following a new response, proportion correct performance did not differ between the gen-
erate and read trials, t < 1. However, caution should be exercised in interpreting this pattern of results, because the absence
of a generation effect following a new response might be partly due to floor effects in that condition. Consequently, as out-

4 The yes/no hit and false alarm rates were converted into the A’ sensitivity measure using the A’ formula provided by Snodgrass and Corwin (1988):

A0 ¼ 0:5þ ½ðH� FAÞ � ð1þH� FAÞ�=½ð4H � ð1� FAÞÞ�

FA = false alarms. Separate H and FA values were calculated for overall recognition, remember and know responses. Specifically, for the present paradigm,

the remember hit rate is the proportion of ‘‘old new’’ trials that were given a remember response, the know hit rate is the proportion of ‘‘old new’’ trials

given a know response, and the overall recognition hit rate is the sum of the remember and know hit rates. In a similar manner, the FA values are calculated

based on the proportions of ‘‘new new’’ trials that received each type of response. Following Donaldson (1992), the following formula was used to calculate

B00D: B00D ¼ ½ð1� HÞ � ðl� FAÞ � H � FA�=½ð1� HÞ � ðl� FAÞ þ H � FA�.
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lined below, Experiment 2 attempted to replicate the qualitative difference pattern shown in Experiment 1A under condi-
tions in which floor effects are unlikely to occur.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 2 was designed to test the generality of the main findings from Experiment 1, by applying the generate read
manipulation from Experiment 1A to a version of the paradigm that employed a four-point confidence rating scale instead of
remember, know and new responses. Specifically, in response to each pair of words at test, participants indicated whether
either word was old (i.e., yes/no recognition) by selecting one of four options: ‘‘strong no’’, ‘‘weak no’’, ‘‘weak yes’’, or ‘‘strong
yes’’. As in Experiment 1, participants then decided which word was old (i.e., 2AFC recognition). Using this confidence ratings
paradigm, Experiment 2 attempted to replicate the main findings from Experiment 1.

For the ‘‘yes’’ side of the confidence scale, we were interested in examining whether the overall pattern of results from
Experiment 1 can be replicated when participants are asked to subdivide their ‘‘yes’’ responses into ‘‘strong yes’’ and ‘‘weak
yes’’ responses instead of remember and know responses. In particular, Experiment 2 will test whether the Jacoby et al.
(1997) and Donaldson (1996) criticisms of the know response proportion measure also apply to a similar ‘‘weak yes’’ re-
sponse proportion measure. In general, if the ‘‘weak yes’’ and the know response proportion measures are susceptible to sim-
ilar problems, then such a pattern of results would imply that the problems stem from fundamental properties of the
response proportion measure and the method of subdividing hit rates based on subjective responses, rather than from un-
ique properties of the RK paradigm.

For the ‘‘no’’ side of the confidence scale, of particular interest was whether Experiment 2 could replicate and strength-
en Experiment 1’s finding of above chance 2AFC recognition memory performance under conditions of claimed null
awareness (i.e., following a new response). Critically, in the field of unconscious perception, Merikle and Reingold
(1990) noted that findings of above chance performance in the absence of subjective claimed awareness are quite preva-
lent, but it is not possible to interpret such findings as evidence of unconscious processing on an a priori basis. Instead,
subjective measures of awareness must first be validated by demonstrating qualitative differences between processing
with and without claimed awareness. Consistent with the qualitative differences logic, Experiment 1A did provide preli-
minary evidence that the present paradigm’s claimed awareness and null awareness states were qualitatively different, by
demonstrating a generation effect under conditions of claimed awareness (i.e., following a remember or a know response),
but not in the absence of claimed awareness (i.e., following a new response). However, this dissociation is difficult to
interpret because floor effects may have prevented the new response trials from showing a generation effect. Conse-
quently, in Experiment 2, we attempt to rule out the possibility of floor effects, and provide finer grained information
about performance under conditions of claimed null awareness, by including two types of null awareness responses
(i.e., ‘‘strong no’’ and ‘‘weak no’’), instead of a single ‘‘new’’ response as in Experiment 1. Of particular interest is whether
a dissociation will occur between ‘‘weak yes’’ and ‘‘weak no’’ trials, as it is expected that 2AFC performance following
these responses will be less susceptible to potential ceiling and floor effects, compared to responses at more extreme parts
of the confidence scale.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants
All 64 participants were undergraduate students at the University of Toronto. They were given either course credit or $10

(Canadian) per hour. All had normal or corrected-to normal vision.

3.1.2. Materials and procedure
Experiment 2 employed a generate read manipulation at study. The materials and procedure were identical to Experi-

ment 1A, except that the test phase employed a confidence rating scale instead of the remember know instructions. Specif-
ically, for each pair of words at test, participants responded to the first question (‘‘Is either word old?’’) using a confidence
scale that ranged from one to four (1 = ‘‘strong no’’, 2 = ‘‘weak no’’, 3 = ‘‘weak yes’’, 4 = ‘‘strong yes’’). Next, and regardless of
which of the four responses were given to question one, participants had to decide which of the two words was old, by press-
ing the up or the down arrow on the keyboard. The word pair remained on the screen for both questions, and a prompt at the
top of the screen reminded the participants of the current question and of the available response options.

3.2. Results and discussion

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine if Experiment 1’s main findings could be replicated using a confidence rat-
ings version of the present paradigm. Accordingly, for each encoding condition (generate, read) and subjective response cat-
egory (strong yes, weak yes, weak no, strong no), we derived the same measures as in Experiment 1. Thus, the analyses below
are based on the following measures: (1) yes/no response proportions (i.e., the mean proportion of trials containing an old
word that received each type of subjective response), (2) 2AFC response proportions (i.e., the number of correct trials that
received each type of subjective response, divided by the total number of trials containing an old word), (3) proportion
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correct (i.e., the number of correct trials that received a particular subjective response, divided by the total number of trials
that received this subjective response).

3.2.1. Response proportions and proportion correct
For the ‘‘yes’’ side of the confidence scale, Experiment 2 replicated the overall pattern of results from Experiment 1A. As

can be seen by an inspection of Figs. 1 and 2, the ‘‘strong yes’’ category mirrored Experiment 1A’s remember results by show-
ing a generation effect across all measures (all ts > 3, all ps < .001) and the ‘‘weak yes’’ response category mirrored Experi-
ment 1A’s know results, by showing a discrepancy across measures such that there was a generation effect for the
proportion correct measure, t(62) = 3.88, p < .001, but the response proportion measures showed an effect in the opposite
direction, such that read was greater than generate (yes/no response proportion: t(63) = 4.40, p < .001; 2AFC response pro-
portion: t(63) = 1.27, p = .21).

3.2.2. A’ versus proportion correct
Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the ‘‘weak yes’’ category’s discrepancy across measures was also obtained when

the yes/no response proportion measure was converted to A’ to place it on the same scale as proportion correct performance.
In support of this pattern in the ‘‘weak yes’’ sensitivity means, a 2 � 2 ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between
measure type (yes/no A’ versus 2AFC proportion correct) and encoding condition (generate versus read), F(1, 62) = 37.49,
p < .001. Planned comparisons revealed that this interaction occurred because, for 2AFC proportion correct, performance
was substantially better for generate trials as compared to read trials, t(62) = 3.88, p < .001, while for A’ yes/no sensitivity
there was a significant effect in the opposite direction (read > generate), t(62) = 4.84, p < .001. Thus, Experiment 2’s response
proportion measures may have failed to show a generation effect for ‘‘weak yes’’ because the large number of ‘‘strong yes’’
trials in the generate condition constrained the number of leftover trials that could receive ‘‘weak yes’’ responses.

3.2.3. Correlations between sensitivity and response bias
Furthermore, in replication of the know results from Experiment 1, there was a significant correlation between ‘‘weak

yes’’ sensitivity and bias, r(62) = .57, p < .001, and in replication of Experiment 1’s remember results, ‘‘strong yes’’ sensitivity
was not correlated with bias, r(61) = �.13, p = .33. Overall, it appears that the Jacoby et al. (1997) and Donaldson (1996) cri-
tiques of the know response proportion measure are also applicable when a similar response proportion measure is calcu-
lated for the ‘‘weak yes’’ response category.

3.2.4. Memory in the absence of claimed awareness
For the ‘‘no’’ side of the confidence scale, we replicated Experiment 1’s finding that 2AFC recognition memory perfor-

mance can be above chance under conditions of claimed null awareness, by showing that proportion correct performance
was above chance following both a ‘‘weak no’’ response, t(62) = 5.52, p < .001 and a ‘‘strong no’’ response, t(57) = 2.16,
p < .05.5 Furthermore, as can be seen from Fig. 2, we also replicated Experiment 1’s pattern of a qualitative difference between
proportion correct performance under conditions of claimed awareness versus null awareness, by showing a generation effect
for ‘‘strong yes’’ and ‘‘weak yes’’ trials (all ts > 3, all ps < .001) but not for ‘‘strong no’’ and ‘‘weak no’’ trials (all ts < 1). Impor-
tantly, since the average performance level for ‘‘weak no’’ trials was 58%, it is unlikely that this pattern of results is simply
due to floor effects.

4. General discussion

In line with past criticisms by Jacoby et al. (1997) and Donaldson (1996), the findings from the present study strongly
suggest that caution is necessary when interpreting findings that are based on the RK paradigm’s know response proportion
measure. Most importantly, the present study raises serious concerns regarding the extensive and ongoing use of this mea-
sure as an index of familiarity (see Wixted and Mickes (2010) for a review). As a case in point, the present study challenges
the widespread conclusion that the null effect of generation on the know response proportion measure is due to an absence
of an influence of generation on familiarity. In direct opposition to this conclusion, the present paradigm’s know proportion
correct measure documented robust generation effects. We argue that a key advantage of the proportion correct measure is
that, unlike the standard RK response proportion measure, it is free to vary independently across the different subjective re-
sponse categories. Thus, we strongly advocate a critical reexamination of the interpretations of past findings concerning the
impact of experimental manipulations on the know response proportion measure.

The present demonstration of an influence of generation on familiarity is also consistent with the results obtained in stud-
ies employing the Process Dissociation Procedure (Jacoby, 1991) and the Independent Remember Know (IRK) paradigm
(Jacoby et al., 1997; see also Yonelinas & Jacoby, 1995). The latter approach utilizes the standard RK paradigm to derive
estimates of recollection and familiarity. Specifically, while the remember response proportion measure is used directly
as an estimate of recollection, the familiarity estimate is obtained by dividing the proportion of know (K) responses by
one minus the proportion of remember (R) responses (i.e., F = K/(1 � R)). Interestingly, when we calculated the IRK

5 Six participants were excluded from this analysis because they gave fewer than 5 ‘‘strong no’’ responses.
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paradigm’s familiarity estimate using Experiment 1A’s data, we obtained a strong generation effect, which is in agreement
with the present paradigm’s know proportion correct findings.6 Importantly, the IRK paradigm and the process dissociation
procedure both incorporate the assumption that recollection and familiarity vary independently. This independence assumption
is adopted by many dual-process theories (for a review, see Yonelinas, 2002), although alternative relational assumptions have
also been proposed (e.g., Joordens & Merikle, 1993; Richardson-Klavehn, Gardiner, & Java, 1996). A unique advantage of the
present paradigm is that, unlike the IRK paradigm and the process dissociation procedure, it provides a method for studying
recognition memory performance under different reported subjective states of awareness without requiring an a priori rela-
tional assumption.

Another advantage of the present paradigm is that it permits an exploration of 2AFC recognition memory performance
when participants claim to be unaware of the presence of an old stimulus. The present finding that participants can show
above chance memory performance in the absence of claimed awareness may not be surprising in and of itself. However,
the differential effects of generation on performance as a function of claimed awareness provided preliminary support for
the notion that subjective reports could be successfully employed to distinguish between qualitatively different patterns
of objective memory performance. Building on this finding, future research could explore additional qualitative differences
between recognition memory with and without claimed awareness, and could employ variations on the present paradigm,
such as the addition of a ‘‘guess’’ response option (Gardiner, Ramponi, & Richardson-Klavehn, 1998; Gardiner et al., 1996,
2002). Furthermore, our finding of above chance 2AFC performance in the absence of claimed awareness fits well with recent
demonstrations of an unconscious component in 2AFC recognition memory performance (e.g., Voss, Baym, & Paller, 2008;
Voss & Paller, 2009), and with well-established findings that densely amnesic patients show above chance 2AFC recognition
memory performance in the absence of subjective phenomenal awareness of the study episode (for a review, see Aggleton
and Shaw (1996)). Taken together, these findings suggest that the traditional focus on investigating the explicit or conscious
memory component of recognition memory should be supplemented by greater emphasis on examining the implicit or
unconscious component of performance in this task (see Reingold (2002) for related findings and discussion).

The present paradigm might provide a number of additional opportunities for future memory research. As illustrated in
the present study, the paradigm can be used with both RK and confidence judgments and it permits the simultaneous assess-
ment of yes/no and 2AFC recognition memory performance. Consequently, the present paradigm might prove useful in the
context of the recent controversy concerning the extent to which yes/no and 2AFC tasks differ in terms of recognition accu-
racy and in terms of the relative contributions of recollection and familiarity (Bastin & Van der Linden, 2003; Cook, Marsh, &
Hicks, 2005; Khoe, Kroll, Yonelinas, Dobbins, & Knight, 2000; Kroll, Yonelinas, Dobbins, & Frederick, 2002). Importantly, in
contrast to these past studies, which assessed 2AFC and yes/no performance on separate trials, the present paradigm pro-
duces both measures of performance within a single trial. Thus, a methodological advantage of the present paradigm is that
it matches retrieval conditions across the yes/no and 2AFC tasks, but the inevitable cost of this modification is that our yes/
no task differs from the traditional yes/no task in that an extra distractor word is now present on every trial. In the present
experiments, the presence of the distractor word likely did not diminish yes/no performance, as we consistently found no
differences in overall recognition accuracy across the yes/no and 2AFC tasks.

In conclusion, the RK paradigm has played a pivotal role in integrating the measurement of subjective reports of phenom-
enal awareness as part of the assessment of recognition memory performance. As discussed earlier, we believe that our mod-
ified RK procedure has the potential of addressing the important theoretical questions which motivated the introduction of
the original paradigm, without being subject to the methodological limitations that are inherent to the original paradigm’s
know response proportion measure. Moreover, our modified procedure provides a novel methodology for the exploration of
recognition memory with and without claimed awareness.

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.concog.2011.05.001.
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